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Introduction

The ﬁrst model known in the literature to consider linear inequalities is the
Fourier mechanical principle, which was also a starting point of the works
of Gyula Farkas. The feasibility issues of linear were investigated by Gyula
Farkas [5, 6] in the 19th century. The ﬁrst known computational method for
special linear inequality systems was formulated by Fourier. This method
was generalized to arbitrary linear systems of inequalities by Motzkin, and
this method is known since as Fourier-Motzkin elimination [13].
The analysis of the solution techniques of linear systems of inequalities
become a main issue of linear optimization developed in the middle of the
20th century, and is still an interesting research area.
We consider the following feasibility problem
Ax = b, x ≥ 0

Abstract
We deﬁne a variant of Anstreicher and Terlaky’s (1994) monotonic
build-up (MBU) simplex algorithm for linear feasibility problems. Under a nondegeneracy assumption weaker than the normal one, the complexity of the algorithm can be given by m∆, where ∆ is a constant
determined by the input data of the problem and m is the number of
constraints. The constant ∆ cannot be bounded in general by a polynomial of the bit length of the input data.
Realizing an interesting property of degeneracy led us to construct a
new recursive procedure to handle degenerate problems. The essence of
this procedure is as follows. If a degenerate pivot tableau is obtained, we
deﬁne a smaller problem, restricting the pivot position to a smaller part
of the tableau. On this smaller problem, we follow the same principles
as before to choose the pivot position. The smaller problem is either
solved completely or a new degenerate subproblem is identiﬁed. If the
subproblem was solved then we return to the starting larger problem,
where either we can make a nondegenerate pivot, or detect that the
problem is infeasible. It is easy to see that the maximum depth of the
recursively embedded subproblems is smaller than 2m.
Upper bounds for the complexities of linear programming version of
MBU and the ﬁrst phase of the simplex algorithm can be found similarly
under the nondegeneracy assumption.
Keywords: feasibility problem, Anstreicher-Terlaky type monotonic
simplex algorithms, degeneracy, linear programming.
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(1)

where A ∈ Rm×n , b ∈ Rm . Without loss of generality, we may assume that
rank(A) = m, for the feasibility check of the linear system, and the removal
of the redundant equations can be done simultaneously by the Gauss-Jordan
elimination. The most well known open question of feasibility problems is
whether there exists a strongly polynomial pivot algorithm for solving (1). We
give answer to an easier question: we show that a variant of the AnstreicherTerlaky type monotonic simplex algorithm can be formulated for the problem
(1), which has a complexity bound of m∆, where ∆ is a constant determined
by the input data of the problem. Although ∆ is constant, it cannot be
bounded by a polynomial of the bit length of the problem, and the analysis
is also based on a special nondegeneracy assumption. Our result is new and
up to our best knowledge no similar result is known in the literature. Indeed, since the development of Dantzig’s simplex algorithm [3, 4] there was
no pivot algorithm known, that has a complexity bound obtained from the
analysis of the algorithm. Most pivot algorithms starting from a given basis
make exponential number of iterations on the Klee-Minty cube [11], or on
some other problem with very similar structure, before obtaining the optimal
solution. For the majority of the pivot algorithms, there are no theoretical
results concerning the eﬃciency of the method other than the proof of ﬁniteness. On the other hand, practical experiences show ([12], page 19) that the
average number of iterations required to solve a linear programming problem
is O(m), where m is the number of constraints of the problem. The practical experience have been supported by many probability based analysis. In
other words, it has been shown that the expected number of iterations of the
Operations Research Reports No. 2005-03
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simplex algorithm is polynomial. We mention the works of Borgwardt [2] and
Todd [16]. More information on the topic along with numerous references can
be found in the paper of Fukuda and Terlaky [7].
After Karmarkar’s famous paper [9] on interior point methods, new IPM
algorithms and their analysis became the most popular research area in linear
programming, pushing the theoretical study and elaboration of new pivot
methods into the background.1 A rare exception is the monotonic built-up
simplex algorithm of Anstreicher and Terlaky [1], that represents a major
innovation after the former simplex type algorithms. This algorithm has the
following main properties: (i) it does not necessarily keep primal feasibility
during the iterations, (ii) it compares two kinds of pivot positions, (iii) in
case of degeneracy it uses some kind of anti-degeneracy rule like minimal
index rule, (iv) if the feasibility of a primal variable is violated it is restored
after a pivot is made on the so-called leading variable.
In this paper, we deﬁne a new algorithm for solving linear feasibility problems following the main idea of the monotonic built-up simplex method of
Anstreicher and Terlaky [1]. We elaborated both the primal and dual versions of our algorithm and both of them have the property that once a variable
becomes feasible, it remains so during the algorithm.
Our choice of pivot position diﬀers from the usual ones from the literature
for feasibility (linear programming) problems.
We show that our algorithm – under a nondegeneracy assumption – makes
at most m∆ iterations before solving the linear feasibility problem. Because
the fulﬁllment of the nondegeneracy assumption cannot be known a priori,
we introduced a primal-dual recursive version of the algorithm that is capable
of solving general degenerate problems without applying any general index
selection rule (as minimal index, lexicographic ordering of variables, etc).
A geometric interpretation of our algorithm is the following. Like the
criss-cross methods, the algorithm generates neighbouring points deﬁned by
the intersection of the constraints – not necessarily feasible basis – of the
problem. If in any iteration the generated point lies on the feasible side of
any deﬁning hyperplane, then any further point generated will lie on the same
side of the hyperplane.

6

In section 3, we deﬁne the MBU type simplex method, and prove some of
its important properties. In case of not locally strongly degenerate pivot sequences, we calculate an upper bound for the complexity of the algorithm. In
section 4, the ﬁniteness of the algorithm is proved without any nondegeneracy
assumption. Conclusions close the paper.

2
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Definitions and notations

We use the following notations throughout the paper. Scalars and indices
are denoted by small Latin letters, vectors by small boldface Latin letters,
matrices by capital Latin letters, and ﬁnally index sets by capital calligraphic
letters.
For an index set G ⊆ I := {1, 2, . . . , n} and a vector v ∈ Rn , we denote
the subvector of v indexed by G by vG , in other words (vG )i := vi , i ∈ G. For
any matrix T ∈ Rm×n , and index sets F ⊆ J := {1, . . . , m} and G ⊆ I, we
denote the submatrix of T whose rows and columns are indexed by F and G,
respectively, by TF G .
Let B ∈ Rm×m be a nonsingular rectangular submatrix of A ∈ Rm×n and
N be the matrix consisting of the columns of A not in B. The matrix B
is called a basis of the problem while the index sets IB ⊂ I and IN ⊂ I
denote the index sets of the basic and nonbasic variables, respectively. It
is well known that the corresponding basic solution is given by the formula
b̄ := x̄IB := B −1 b, and T = B −1 N ∈ Rm×(n−m) deﬁnes the short pivot
tableau corresponding to the basis B. The vector of nonbasic variables is
x̄IN := 0.
For a given basis B, we use the following partition:
+
−
0
IB = IB
∪ IB
∪ IB
,

where
+
−
0
IB
= {i ∈ IB : x̄i > 0} , IB
= {i ∈ IB : x̄i = 0} and IB
= {i ∈ IB : x̄i < 0} .

If we want to emphasize the feasibility of a variable x̄i , we will use the
⊕
+
⊕
0
notation IB
= IB
∪ IB
and say that i ∈ IB
.
A sample basic tableau according to the above partition is shown in Figure

In Section 2, we ﬁx the deﬁnitions and notations used.
1 The paper of Klee and Minty [11] ended the heroic age of the new pivot algorithms.
The new pivot algorithms published afterwards were summarized by Terlaky and Zhang in
[15].
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1.
In most pivot algorithms known from the literature pivots are made only
on positive elements in primal feasible rows (like the simplex algorithm), and
Operations Research Reports No. 2005-03
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Definition 2.3. A degenerate basis B is called locally weakly degenerate with
respect to index s ∈ IN if Ks = ∅, and locally strongly degenerate with respect
to index s if Ks = ∅.
Let us assume that for a given basis B, we have chosen the index s as a
column of a generalized admissible pivot in a nondegenerate row. Observe
that such a pivot that does not make any feasible variable negative, exists, if
and only if Ks = ∅. Such a locally weakly degenerate tableau with respect to
s is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Partition of a basis.

s
−

only on negative elements in primal infeasible rows (like the dual simplex
algorithm), or the two strategies are combined (like the criss-cross method).
Recognizing this, Fukuda and Terlaky [7, 8] deﬁned the concept of the so called
admissible pivot operations. Our algorithm carries out more general pivot
operations as well. A pivot on a positive value in the row of a strictly feasible
variable can be viewed as the primal feasibility equivalent of the dual side
admissible pivots. While handling degeneracy, our algorithm makes pivots on
both negative and positive values in degenerate rows.
Definition 2.1. For a given basis B and pivot tableau T , a pivot element tij
is called a generalized admissible pivot if
1. i ∈

−
IB

and tij < 0, or


.
.
.


.
.
.
−
0
.
.
.
0
+
.
.
.
+


−
IB

0
IB

+
IB

Figure 2: A locally weakly degenerate pivot tableau.
−
Definition 2.4. Let a basis B and an index r ∈ IB
be given. We call a pivot
operation on tij an xr increasing pivot if

⊕
and tij > 0, or
2. i ∈ IB

1. the pivot made on tij is a generalized admissible pivot,

0
3. i ∈ IB
and tij = 0.

⊕
⊕
⊆ IB
2. IB
 , and

Our algorithm uses generalized admissible pivots. Before formulating the
algorithm, we need to introduce some other deﬁnitions and also reﬁne the
concept of degeneracy. Let us introduce the set


0
: tis > 0 .
Ks = i ∈ IB
Definition 2.2. A basis B is called degenerate if the basic solution x̄B has
at least one zero component, and nondegenerate otherwise.
The phenomenon of degeneracy is basis dependent. A basis is degenerate if
and only if the right hand side vector is the linear combination of less columns
of the basis than its dimension. We distinguish two kinds of degeneracy.
Operations Research Reports No. 2005-03

3. x̂r > x̄r holds,
where B  denotes the new basis, and x̂ denotes the new basic solution.
Our aim is to formulate an algorithm based on xr increasing pivots. To our
best knowledge, the only such pivot algorithm for feasibility (or general linear
programming) problems known from the literature is the dual version of the
algorithm of Anstreicher and Terlaky [1] (which starts from a dual feasible
basic solution).
Unfortunately, there are basic tableaus where no xr increasing pivot exists,
as shown by the example of Figure 3. This problem has a feasible solution of
x1 = x2 = 0, x3 = x4 = 1, but has no increasing pivots for the only infeasible
row.

Operations Research Reports No. 2005-03
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x1
x2

x3
−1
1

x4
0
−1
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−1
0

Figure 3: Locally strongly degenerate tableau with no xr increasing pivot,
where r = 1.
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The MBU type simplex algorithm for feasibility problems

In this section we formulate our MBU type simplex algorithm for solving linear
feasibility problems of form (1). This algorithm has similar properties that
of Anstreicher and Terlaky’s MBU simplex method for linear programming
problems [1]. Main idea of Anstreicher and Terlaky was that for a given dual
feasible solution, the algorithm builds up the feasibility of primal variables
monotonically, while in intermediate pivot steps dual feasibility is allowed to
be violated but it is restored when the chosen primal driving variable achieves
feasibility. Our algorithm is related to this algorithm in the sense that in our
case the number of primal feasible variables increase monotonically and the
pivot selection rule is similar.
In order to achieve monotonicity, our algorithm follows an intuitive path.
We choose an infeasible variable in the given basic solution that we want
to make feasible in the next iteration(s). So long as this variable remains
infeasible, it is referred as the driving variable. We reduce the infeasibility of
the driving variable xr by means of xr increasing pivots. We will show that
this can always be done if the pivot tableau is nondegenerate or only locally
weakly degenerate.
Our algorithm is formalized in Figure 4. In case of strongly degenerate
tableaus, the algorithm is forced to use some anti-degeneracy method. A new
method is proposed in section 4, to which we currently refer to as DegProc.
Naturally, degeneracy could be handled by the classical ways known from the
literature (like minimal index rule, lexicographic ordering, etc.). Our new
anti-degeneracy method will ensure ﬁniteness too.
In order to ﬁnd an xr increasing pivot, two ratio tests must be performed
in the selected column. The relationship of these two ratio tests determine
whether the driving variable can be made feasible in one pivot step, or xr
increasing pivot steps are necessary.
Operations Research Reports No. 2005-03

MBU type simplex algorithm for feasibility problems
Begin
Input data: A ∈ Rm×n , b ∈ Rm , B.
−
T := B −1 A, b̄ := B −1 b, IB
:= {i ∈ J | b̄i < 0}.
−
While (IB = ∅) do
−
be arbitrary (driving variabe), rDone := f alse.
Let r ∈ IB
While (rDone = f alse) do
Jr− := {j ∈ IN | trj < 0}.
If (Jr− = ∅) then
no feasible solution exists, Return
Endif
0
Let s ∈ Jr− be arbitrary, Ks := {i ∈ IB
| tis > 0}
If (Ks = ∅) then
0
(T, l) = DegP roc(T, IB
, r).
If (l ∈ IN ) then
s := l.
else
no feasible soution exists Return
Endif
Endif


⊕
k
| k ∈ IB
, tks > 0 .
Θ1 := tb̄rsr , Θ2 := min tb̄ks
If (Θ1 ≤ Θ2 ) then
pivot on trs , rDone = true.
else



+
k
q := arg min tb̄ks
| k ∈ IB
, tks > 0 ,
Endif
Endwhile
−
IB
:= {i | b̄i < 0}
Endwhile
x̄ is a feasible solution
End

pivot on tqs .

Figure 4: The MBU type simplex algorithm
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The value of the two ratio tests are denoted by Θ1 and Θ2 . From their
deﬁnition, it is easy to see that Θ1 > 0 and Θ2 ≥ 0. Furthermore, if the basis
is not locally strongly degenerate, then Θ2 > 0 holds. The aim of the inner
cycle of the algorithm is to make the driving variable feasible.

In the next proposition we investigate the case when a pivot is made outside
the row of the driving variable. If the basis is not locally strongly degenerate
for the entering nonbasic variable, the pivot made by the algorithm is still xr
increasing.

We prove that if the given basis B is not locally strongly degenerate, then
the algorithm makes only xr increasing pivots. First we investigate the case
when the driving variable leaves the basis.

Proposition 3.2. In a given iteration of the algorithm, for the actual basis
−
⊕
and q ∈ IB
, tqs > 0. Suppose that
B let r ∈ IB

−
⊕
Proposition 3.1. For a given basis B, let r ∈ IB
and q ∈ IB
, tqs > 0.
Suppose that
b̄r
b̄q
= θ2 ≥ θ1 =
> 0,
tqs
trs

where b̄r < 0, trs < 0, b̄q ≥ 0 and tqs > 0. In this case a pivot is carried out
on trs . Let us denote the new basis by B  , then

 ⊕   ⊕
I   > I  .
B

b̄q
b̄r
= θ 2 < θ1 =
,
tqs
trs

where b̄r < 0, trs < 0, b̄q ≥ 0 and tqs > 0. In this case a pivot is carried
⊕
⊕
out on tqs . Let us denote the new basis by B  . Then IB
\{q} ⊆ IB
 \{s} and
+
+
0 > br ≥ b̄r . Furthermore, if θ2 > 0, then 0 > br > b̄r holds.
Proof. Using the notations introduced in the previous lemma, we see that
⊕
⊕
we have i ∈ IB
because of the ratio test, for any index i ∈ IB
 if i = q, as
proved in the previous lemma.
b̄q
⊕
Furthermore, b+
s = tqs ≥ 0, so s ∈ IB  thus

⊕
⊕
∪ {s} ⊂ IB
IB


holds, thus

0≤

B

⊕
⊕
IB
\{q} ⊆ IB
 \{s}

Proof. When trs is the pivot position, the variable xr leaves the basis, while
variable xs enters it. Let us denote the new basic solution (thus the new right
hand side of the pivot tableau) by b+ . We distinguish the following cases.
a) For the index s the right hand side becomes
the driving variable x+
r = 0 feasible.

b+
s

=

b̄r
trs

= θ1 > 0, making

+
tis b̄r
, i = s holds that b+
b) For i ∈ IB
i = b̄i − trs . If tis ≤ 0 then by
using b̄i ≥ 0, b̄r < 0 and trs < 0 we have b+
i > 0, because we add a
nonnegativenumber to
an
already
positive
b̄
.
Otherwise if tis > 0 then
i

+
b̄i
b̄r
b̄i
by bi = tis tis − trs using the condition tis ≥ θ2 ≥ θ1 = tb̄rsr > 0 we

providing that an already feasible variable does not become infeasible. For
trs b̄q
trs b̄q
the index of the leading variable b+
r = b̄r − tqs , where − tqs ≥ 0, using that
trs < 0, tqs > 0 and b̄q ≥ 0. By the condition θ2 < θ1 we have 0 ≥
thus
trs b̄q
0 > b+
≥ b̄r .
r = b̄r −
tqs

tis b̄r
tis ≤ 0, thus b+
i = − trs ≥ 0.

tis b̄r
trs

0
≥ 0, and by θ2 > 0 either IB
= ∅ or

> b̄r

If the basis is nondegenerate, or locally weakly degenerate, then θ2 > 0 holds
b̄
b̄
by deﬁnition, so tqsq > 0, thus −trs tqsq > 0, and
0 > b+
r = b̄r − trs

get that b+
i > 0.
0
we have b+
c) For i ∈ IB
i = b̄i −

trs b̄q
tqs

b̄q
> b̄r ,
tqs

ﬁnalizing the proof.

As we have seen, no feasible variable becomes infeasible while
 at
 ⊕least
 the
⊕
 
leaving basic variable xr becomes feasible. It follows that IB
 > IB .

Geometrically, Proposition 3.2 can be interpreted as the new solution is
closer to the constraint of the driving variable.
Summarizing Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain the following result.

Operations Research Reports No. 2005-03
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Corolarry 3.1. If the MBU type simplex algorithm performs only not strongly
degenerate pivots, then the algorithm makes only xr increasing pivots, and
thus it is ﬁnite.
Proof. The number of diﬀerent bases is ﬁnite, therefore it suﬃces to prove that
the algorithm is not cycling, or in other words, that a basis may not occur
twice. Since we assumed that the algorithm does not visit strongly degenerate
bases, it follows from propositions 3.1 and 3.2 that in each iteration, the
algorithm makes xr increasing pivots. In each step a new variable becomes
feasible, or the value of the driving variable increases, thus the same basis
may not return.
Proposition 3.1 and 3.2 are results explaining the properties of the MBU
type simplex algorithm. Anstreicher and Terlaky in their paper [1] proved
similar results for their primal algorithm for linear programming problems.
In the next section we give a lower bound on the increment of the value
of the driving variable, and consequently we provide an upper bound on the
iteration number of the algorithm.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no other pivot algorithm known in
the literature that has a complexity bound similar to the one we obtained
from the analysis of the algorithm. General pivot algorithms share the common property that their worst case analysis are known to be exponential,
or it is conjectured that there exists a problem on which the algorithm has
exponential running time.
The simplex and the primal MBU simplex algorithms for solving linear
optimization problems can be analyzed in a similar way to what we show
in the next section. While the geometric interpretation of the primal MBU
simplex algorithm is that we approach a selected infeasible constraint, the
phase-1 simplex algorithm tries to decrease the sum of infeasibilities.

3.1

Complexity bound for not locally strongly degenerate pivot tableau sequences

14
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solutions of the linear equations Bu = as and Bv = b. For any index i ∈ IB
the Cramer’s rule yields
tis =

det(Bis )
det(B)

and b̄i =

det(Bi )
,
det(B)

where the matrix Bis ∈ Rm×m is the modiﬁcation of the regular basic matrix
B such that the ith column is replaced by vector as , and similarly the matrix
Bi is obtained from B by replacing the ith column by vector b. For an xr
increasing pivot that does not make the driving variable feasible, as seen in
Proposition 3.2, we have
b+
r = b̄r −

trs b̄q
det(Br )
−
=
tqs
det(B)

where
−

det(Brs ) det(Bq )
det(B) det(B)
det(Bqs )
det(B)

=

det(Br ) det(Brs ) det(Bq )
−
,
det(B)
det(Bqs ) det(B)

det(Brs ) det(Bq )
>0
det(Bqs ) det(B)

holds by the fact that the basis is not locally strongly degenerate. Let
∆A := min −

B is a regular submatrix of A, and
det(Brs ) det(Bq )
: det(Brs)
det(Bq )
det(Bqs )
det(Bqs ) det(B)
det(B) < 0, det(B) > 0, det(B) > 0

is the minimal increase of the driving variable’s value. Assuming that in all
pivot transformations of the tableau θ2 > 0 holds, we have that ∆A > 0 is a
ﬁnite number and
b+
r = b̄r −

det(Br )
trs b̄q
det(Br ) det(Brs ) det(Bq )
−
≥
+ ∆A
=
tqs
det(B)
det(Bqs ) det(B)
det(B)

thus an xr increasing pivot either makes the leading variable feasible, or increases its value by at least ∆A . We now bound the maximum absolute value
that an infeasible variable can take during the algorithm. Let

det(Br )
sgn(det(Br )) = −sgn(det(B)),
:
∆max := max −
B ∈ Rm×m is a regular submatrix of A
det(B)

By the deﬁnition of the pivot tableau and the basic solution, ts = B −1 as
and b̄ = B −1 b; thus the vectors ts and b̄ can be considered as the unique

be maximal RHS value calculated with the help of the Cramer’s rule. If there
is any basis for which there is a negative right hand side value, then the
,
number ∆max is positive and ﬁnite. Let ∆ ∈ Z be such that ∆ = ∆∆max
A
thus ∆ ∈ N.
We are ready to bound the number of pivots necessary to make the driving
variable feasible.

Operations Research Reports No. 2005-03
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In this subsection we assume that our algorithm visits only not locally strongly
degenerate tableaus. Degeneracy is handled in section 4.
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Proposition 3.3. Assume that the algorithm visits only not locally strongly
−
be the index of the driving variable.
degenerate pivot tableaus. Let r ∈ IB
There can be at most ∆ pivot operations before the driving variable becomes
feasible.

4

Proof. By the deﬁnition, the value of the driving variable cannot be smaller
than −∆max . The value of the driving variable increases by at least ∆A in
every iteration, thus there cannot be more than ∆ iterations before the next
xr increasing pivot makes the driving variable feasible.
We are now ready to prove the bound on the complexity of the algorithm.
Theorem 3.1. Consider the feasibility problem (1). Assume that the MBU
type pivot algorithm visits only not locally strongly degenerate pivot tableaus
in solving (1). Then the algorithm is finite, and there can be at most m∆
pivots.
Proof. By proposition 3.3, there can be at most ∆ pivot operations before
the algorithm sets feasibility in the row of the driving variable or proves
infeasibility. The number of driving variables during the algorithm is bounded
by the number of rows, for any variable and any row of the pivot tableau that
become feasible remains so by Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, thus the algorithm
may not cycle, and there can be at most m∆ pivots before solving the problem,
or proving that it is infeasible.
We have proved under the nondegeneracy assumption that the algorithm is
ﬁnite, and we can bound the required number of pivot operations. This upper
bound is generally not tight, and it would be interesting to ﬁnd such problem
classes where this bound can easily be determined, that is, the values of ∆A
and ∆max are easily computable. A naturally arising problem class would be
for which the matrix A is totally unimodular. Most of those problems coming
from combinatorial optimization are highly degenerate, thus the complexity
estimate would only bound the number of not locally strongly degenerate
pivot steps. In case of b ∈ Zm , using simple calculations and expansion of
the corresponding determinant using the column of b, we get ∆ ≤ b 1 .
It would also be interesting to ﬁnd proper perturbations for given problem
classes to handle strong degeneracy. Remark that the perturbation techniques
known from the literature (like the -perturbation technic) does not give an
appropriate answer to the problem, since they usually drastically eﬀect the
values of ∆A and ∆max as well.

Operations Research Reports No. 2005-03
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Handling strong degeneracy

In this section, we discuss the DegProc of the MBU type algorithm presented
in Figure 4.
Algorithmically, degeneracy is often handled by perturbation or index selection rules (lexicographic, minimal index). This is also possible in case of
the MBU type simplex algorithm, but we follow a diﬀerent approach to handle
problems caused by degeneracy.
The key issue of the analysis presented in the previous section was that
the tableaus visited by the algorithm were all not locally strongly degenerate.
A procedure for handling degeneracy makes such pivots which are based on
the row of the driving variable and the degenerate submatrix (consisting of all
degenerate rows) that do not change the current basic solution, but transform
the basic tableau such that it either becomes primal infeasible, or there will
be at least one column that have negative entry in the row of the driving
variable, and moreover is locally weakly degenerate. While solving the primal
(dual) degenerate subproblem, we only make pivots in the degenerate rows,
and for solving the subproblems we use the dual (primal) versions of the MBU
type simplex algorithms, thus the solution process of the subproblems carry
the same already shown basic properties over the iterations as the MBU type
simplex algorithm.
Figure 5. summarizes the key pivot tableaus of the algorithm.
Observe that the infeasible tableau of the original primal problem has the
same structure as the feasible tableau of problem Dual⊕ except for the column of b. The structure of the infeasible tableau of problem Dual⊕ is the
same as for the locally weakly degenerate tableau of the original primal problem. Problem Primal is the negative signed equivalent of problem (1). The
importance of this problem is that it has a similar, but mutual relationship
between problems Dual⊕ and Primal .
The procedure for degeneracy follows the idea explained above: if the
tableau is strongly degenerate with respect to the selected nonbasic variable,
it tries to show that the problem is infeasible. To prove this, on the degenerate subproblem – consisting of the degenerate rows in the primal case, and
of the degenerate columns in the dual case – as pivot tableau, and the row of
the driving variable as dual right hand side, it solves a dual subproblem, but
carries out the pivot operations on the whole tableau. If the dual subproblem
could be solved, that proves the infeasibility of the original problem, while
if the subproblem had no solution, that provides a locally weakly degenerate
tableau with respect to a proper nonbasic variable for the original problem.
Operations Research Reports No. 2005-03
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Figure 5: Key tableaus of the algorithm
We mention that the dual subproblem could naturally be solved by arbitrary pivot methods, but we prefer the dual version of the MBU type simplex
algorithm.
We prove that while solving the degenerate subproblem, the actual basic
solution of the algorithm does not change.
Proposition 4.1. Let a degenerate pivot tableau T ∈ Rm×n be given, and
0
denote the index set of degenerate rows by D = IB
. Then any pivot made on
the elements of submatrix TDI does not change the current basic solution.
Proof. Let the chosen generalized admissible pivot position be tij ∈ TDI . We
show that the right-hand side of the tableau does not change after the pivot,
+
bi
bi
namely b+
i = tij = 0 = bi and bk = bk + tkj tij = bk + 0 = bk , where k = i.
Because of the nature of the procedure handling degeneracy, it is easier to
Operations Research Reports No. 2005-03
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formulate it as a recursive method. The pseudo-codes of the sub-procedures
are summarized in Figures 6. and 7. The sub-procedures makes pivots on the
whole tableaus, but consider only the sub-tableau deﬁned by the index sets
F and G. The column indexed by b, and row indexed by c play the roles of
primal and dual right-hand sides, respectively.
(T, l) = DualSubMBU(T, c, F ,G)
While ((JB− := {j ∈ G : tcj < 0}) = ∅) do
Let r ∈ JB− be arbitrary (driving variable), rDone := f alse.
While (rDone = f alse) do
If ((Ir+ := {i ∈ F | tir > 0}) = ∅) then
The calling pivot tableau is weakly degenerate, Return(T, r).
Endif
Let s ∈ Ir+ , Ks = {k ∈ G | tck = 0, tsk < 0} .
If (Ks = ∅) then (when subtableau TF G is strongly degenerate)
(T, s) := PrimalSubMBU(T, r, F , {j ∈ G | tcj = 0}).
If (s = −1) then
The calling tableau is weakly degenerate, Return(T, r).
Endif
Endif


θ2 := max ttck
| k ∈ G, tck > 0, tsk < 0
sr 


tcr
If
θ1 := tsr ≤ θ2 then
pivot on tsr , rDone = true.
else



q := arg max ttck
|
k
∈
G,
t
>
0,
t
<
0
.
ck
sk
sr
pivot on tsq .
Endif
Endwhile
Endwhile
The calling tableau is infeasible, Return(T, −1).
End
Figure 6: The dual subprocedure starts with the solution of a subproblem of
the form Dual⊕ .
Because the primal subproblems called by DegProc try to achieve a righthand side vector of diﬀerent sign as the original algorithm, in what follows
Operations Research Reports No. 2005-03
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we call a primal variable feasible if its sign is adequate for the corresponding
feasibility problem or zero, and infeasible otherwise. For clear expression, in
the discussion of the subproblems, we will say only values instead of variables
when referring the right hand side values, because only for the original problem
does variables actually correspond to right hand side values.
The analysis of the procedure for solving the dual subproblems is completely analogous to the primal version, and is left to the reader. Using
Figure 5. the concept of dual side locally weak and strong degeneracy, as well
as concept of the xr increasing pivot can be deﬁned similarly as in 2.2., 2.3.
and 2.4.
We show that primal and dual subalgorithms have similar properties as the
primal algorithm working on nondegenerate problems.
Proposition 4.2. For the PrimalSubMBU and DualSubMBU procedures, if
the corresponding tableau is not locally strongly degenerate, then the pivot
steps carried out are increasing pivots for the column indexed by b or for the
row indexed by c, respectively.
Proof. The ﬁrst part of the proposition follows immediately from Proposition
3.1. while the part corresponding to the dual subalgorithm can be proved
similarly.
Although we have already stated the main idea behind the recursive algorithm, we now formalize it for both subprocedures.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that the algorithm is started from problem P0 ,
then because of repeated locally strongly degenerate tableaus, the
P1 := SubDual(T1, k1 , F1 , G1 ), P2 := SubP rimal(T2, k2 , F2 , G2 ), . . . ,
Pl := SubP rimal(Tl , kl , Fl , Gl ) (or Pl := SubDual(Tl, kl , Fl , Gl )) recursive
calling sequence occurs. Then the pivots carried out while solving subproblem
Pl does not change any right hand side of problems Pi , where (i = 1, . . . , l − 1)
and ki ∈
/ Fl ∪ Gl .
Proof. The recursive steps involve only degenerate rows and columns, thus by
Proposition 4.1 our statement holds.
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(T, l) = PrimalSubMBU(T, b, F ,G)
+
While ((IB
:= {i ∈ F : tib > 0}) = ∅) do
+
Let r ∈ IB
be arbitrary (driving variable), rDone := f alse.
While (rDone = f alse) do
If ((Jr− := {j ∈ G | trj < 0}) = ∅) then
The calling tableau is weakly degenerate, Return(T, r).
Endif
Let s ∈ Jr− , Ks := {k ∈ F : tkb = 0, tks > 0} .
If (Ks = ∅) then (when subtableau TF G is strongly degenerate)
(T, s) := DualSubMBU(T, r, {i ∈ F | tib = 0}, G).
If (s = −1) then
The calling tableau is weakly degenerate, Return(T, r).
Endif
Endif


kb |
θ2 := min |ttks
| k ∈ F, tkb < 0, tks > 0 .



|trb |
If
θ1 := trs ≤ θ2 then
pivot on trs , rDone = true
else



kb |
| k ∈ F, tkb < 0, tks > 0 .
q := arg min |ttks
pivot on tqs .
Endif
Endwhile
Endwhile
The calling tableau is infeasible, Return(T, −1).
End
Figure 7: The PrimalSubMBU starts with the solution of a subproblem of
form Primal .

The procedure starting the recursion and handling degeneracy can easily
be formulated as shown in Figure 8.

of the basic tableaus corresponding to locally strongly degenerate bases has
already been presented in Figure 5.
We now prove the ﬁniteness of the MBU algorithm without any nondegeneracy assumption.

The relationship of the diﬀerent subproblems are shown in Figure 9. The
ﬁgure shows a possible primal-dual-primal calling sequence. Phrases SubP rimal and SubDual refer to the type of the subproblem. The structure

Theorem 4.1. The MBU type simplex algorithm for any feasibility problems
is finite.

Operations Research Reports No. 2005-03
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0
(T, l) =DegProcT, IB
, r)
0
(T, l)=(PrimalSubMBU(T, IB
, {1, . . . , n}, n + 1)).
Return(T, l).
End
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Figure 8: A possible anti degeneracy procedure, DegProc.
Proof. While the algorithm visits only not locally strongly degenerate problems, the algorithm carries out xr increasing pivots according to 4.2, thus the
same basis may not return. Then the algorithm may not cycle. In case the
corresponding pivot tableau is locally strongly degenerate for a choice of a
nonbasic variable, the algorithm calls the PrimalSubMBU or DualSubMBU
subprocedures for strictly smaller problems, thus the depth of recursion must
be no greater than 2m ≤ n + m.
Consider the case when the recursively called DualSubM BU solves the
subproblem. If it stops with an infeasible sub-tableau, then the corresponding calling (sub)problem become locally weakly degenerate to the proper
nonbasic variable, thus the procedures continues with an increasing pivot.
If the DualSubM BU stopped with a feasible sub-tableau, then the primal
(sub)problem above is infeasible. This means the infeasibility of the original
problem if the calling procedure was the DegP roc procedure. Otherwise, the
dual subproblem one more step above become locally weakly degenerate, thus
it continues with an increasing pivot.
Similar connections hold when the P rimalSubM BU solves the corresponding subproblem.
Because the depth of recursion is bounded, and the returning sub-procedures
provide possibility to an increasing pivot for the calling procedure, no basis
may occur twice. The number of diﬀerent bases is ﬁnite, thus the algorithm
is ﬁnite.
Observe that both the algorithm and its recursive subalgorithms make increasing pivots to the corresponding (sub)problem and use recursion. Thus it
is possible to generalize the complexity bound of the not locally strongly degenerate case, but because of the recursion the implied bound greatly depends
on number of degenerate subproblem calls.
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Figure 9: A Primal-Dual-Primal sequence of subproblems.

Although the analysis presented in Section 3.1. can be carried out for
the ﬁrst phase of the simplex algorithm, the presented anti cycling recursion
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procedure cannot be naturally applied for the simplex algorithm. The main
reason for this is that when a subproblem is feasible, we greatly make use of
the infeasibility of the driving variable to reach the conclusion that the calling
problem is infeasible.

4.1

Algorithm variants

As already stated, it would be possible to solve the degenerate subproblems
with an arbitrary pivot method, similarly like in the case of the Hungarian
method for linear programming [10], in which the criss-cross method was used
[14].
In practice, the eﬃciency of the algorithm could be increased if the choice
of the driving variable as well as the choice of the variable to enter the basis
would not be arbitrary, although this freedom may help in case of numerically
bad problems.
The most expensive operation of the pivot methods is the calculation of
the updated pivot row and column. However, for an eﬃcient choice of pivot
position, it could be interesting to look for locally weakly degenerate columns
for the driving variable. Similarly, it may happen that on a pivot tableau
there are infeasible variables that could be made feasible in only one step, but
another one would require even recursion.
If we know a greater part of the pivot tableau, it may be worth to check
for possible change of the driving variable. If in any step the pivot tableau
is locally strongly degenerate for the selected driving variable, it may as well
happen that there is an infeasible variable that could be made feasible while
preserving the monotonicity of the cardinality of the feasible variables. Such
a pivot would preserve the ﬁniteness of the algorithm.
It must be noted however, that unfortunately in some cases neither of these
strategies can be used, and recursion is necessary, like in the example of Figure
3.

5

Conclusion
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the special structure of the MBU type simplex algorithm, therefore is not
applicable for the simplex method.
The anti-degeneracy rule is new, and diﬀers from the known methods from
the literature. The new complexity analysis of the algorithm proves to be
more interesting for locally weakly degenerate pivot sequences, and is very
sensitive to perturbation. It would be interesting to ﬁnd perturbations that
ﬁt to the presented anti-degeneracy method.
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